MAP-Works Training

Demonstration site information
demo.map-works.com

Select "University of Central Arkansas" in the drop down menu.

Login Name: derek@northstate2015.edu
Password: 7152015

There is a drop down menu next to the student search box in the top right hand corner.
Select "Faculty/Staff (Limited Access)" within that drop down menu.

Navigating the home page

Shows which of your students need attention and in what way.
Can select from predetermined lists (different types that can be created (i.e. static, real time, etc – see other training materials for direction in creating lists))
The Knowledge Base is a resource center for MAP-Works marketing material, training, implementation, etc. devised by other universities.

View response rates for your students and for all MAP-Works students for current and past surveys.

Click here to set up access to your MAP-Works account through Facebook or through the MAP-Works app, if you’ve downloaded it onto your Android or iPhone device.